Introduction: The literary coterie in the eighteenth-century media landscape


5. In my use of the qualifier “literary” to designate the coteries and the field of cultural activity I focus on in this study, I am alluding to the notion of “letters” in the traditional sense of a broad field of humanistic inquiry and writing, while acknowledging the more narrowly belles-lettres sense of the term that becomes dominant from the eighteenth century. This doubleness is reflected in the breadth of coterie members’ own interests and endeavors in the areas of history, antiquarianism, criticism, translation, natural history, theology, etc., combined with a more specific focus that tends to set apart exchanges particular to the life of the coterie—highly accomplished familiar letters, occasional poems, imitations, and criticism of literary works and genres.


10. Justice, for example, in his discussion of the suppression of Frances Burney’s *The Witlings*, applies the term “anachronistic” to the coterie culture Burney is satirizing, though it is not clear whether for him that culture is indeed so, or whether Burney is attempting to make it appear a thing of the past (“Suppression and Censorship in Late Manuscript Culture: Frances Burney’s Unperformed *The Witlings*,” in *Women’s Writing and the Circulation of Ideas*, ed. George L. Justice and Nathan Tinker [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002], pp. 201–22); see my brief discussion of *The Witlings* in Chapter 5 of this study.


16. Catherine Talbot to Montagu, October 29, [1761], mo5139; Talbot to Carter, April 26, 1760, *Letters between Carter and Talbot*, p. 2.322; Montagu to Lyttelton, 9 [June 1771], mo1478; Montagu to Lyttelton, November 8 [1772], mo1490. Lyttelton himself also used the term: when he hasn’t heard from his French correspondent Jean Drumgold regarding his history of Henry the 2nd, Lyttelton writes to Montagu, “I suppose it is not liked by him and his Coterie, and [he] does not care to say so” (September 4, 1770, mo1364).

18. This definition is indebted particularly to Love’s *Scribal Production* and to Paul Trolander and Zeynep Tenger’s *Sociable Criticism in England 1625–1725* (Newark, NJ: University of Delaware Press, 2007), both of which focus on the seventeenth century; their analyses of the features of coterie writing are discussed further below. His valuable contributions to understanding the workings of literary sociability notwithstanding, Trolander has recently argued that the term “coterie” is “troubled and should be dispensed with,” preferring to speak of literary networks. His objections appear to stem primarily from the fact that groups exchanging manuscript writings in the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries were often not geographically proximate, varied widely in their aims while employing the same methods, and held a primary goal of expansive, print-based influence (pp. 140–48, 217–20 [at p. 217]). While I share many of Trolander’s views about the nature of coteries in an age of rapid print expansion, I consider it valuable to retain the term precisely so that historical nuances and variations between groups can come into focus as an object of study.


28. Prescott, *Women, Authorship*, pp. 180, 182. While King presents Rowe’s manuscript context as feminine, Prescott has discussed the role of male connections such as Isaac Watts in Rowe’s circles (pp. 178–80).
32. These terms are adopted by Ezell (*Social Authorship*), Love (*Scribal Publication*, ch. 7 only), and Reiman (*Modern Manuscripts*), respectively.
35. Such analyses have recently been carried out by Anni Sairio, in an examination of shifting language usage by members of Elizabeth Montagu’s circle (*Language and Letters of the Bluestocking Network: Sociolinguistic Issues in Eighteenth-Century Epistolary English* [Helsinki: Société Néophilologique, 2009]) and by Heller and Heller, in their fascinating analysis of how the influence of the Bluestocking phenomenon was achieved (“A Copernican Shift,” pp. 17–54).
36. My study is indebted to both of these projects, and I would like to see the possibilities of such approaches explored further. However, the conditions that must be met to make such studies statistically valid, and the narrowing of material that could be considered as a result, have made a quantitative approach impractical for my purposes.
38. In focusing on the select group clustered around Montagu and Lyttelton in this period, I am deliberately avoiding an absorption of this coterie into the notion of “the Bluestockings,” as I explain in Chapter 2.
1. **Wrest Park and North End**


2. Jemima Campbell’s and Lady Mary Grey’s adolescent correspondence with Catherine Talbot indicates their communal or parallel reading of authors ranging from Homer, Virgil, Aristotle, Cicero, and Socrates to Sir Philip Sydney and Madame de Scudery. Records from the early years of Grey’s marriage also refer regularly to works of history, philosophy (Locke, for example), and collections of sermons (see, for example, Talbot to Lady Mary Grey, July 17 and 21 August 1736, Add. MS 4291, ff. 254v–255 and 258–59; Campbell to Talbot, n.d., BLARS L 30/21/3/6; Talbot, Wrest journal, 1745, BLARS L 30/106, n.p.; Birch to Yorke, 9 June 1744, Add. MS 35396, f. 197v).


4. Lawry to Yorke, November 19, 1742, Add. MS 35605, f. 120v; Lawry to Yorke, June 10, 1743, Add. MS 35605, f. 142; Yorke to Birch, June 5, 1743, Add. MS 35396, f. 101; Lawry to Birch, October 6, 1743, Add. MS 35605, f. 163.

5. Birch’s biographer, A.E. Gunther, reports that the first earl’s patronage began in about 1735; I do not, however, see evidence of what Gunther suggests was “a degree of intimacy” between them, or of Birch acting as informal tutor to the boys (*The Life of the Rev. Thomas Birch D.D., F.R.S.*, 1705–1766 [Halesworth Suffolk: Halesworth Press, 1984], p. 35); similarly, Gunther consistently misreads the relationship between Birch and the younger Philip, representing the former as chafing under the latter’s patronage. I provide evidence of their friendship below, but the story of the two men’s exchange of portraits alone, recounted by Gunther, suggests otherwise (p. 31). The Edwards correspondence in the Bodleian library contains dated letters to Wray beginning 1722, when the two were young men interested in poetry, plays, dancing, and young women. Wray was likely the means of bringing Edwards into the orbit of Wrest. The best account of Edwards’ life and literary career is found in John A. Dussinger’s “General Introduction” to his recent edition of Edwards’ correspondence with Samuel Richardson (*Correspondence with Edwards*, pp. lv–lxxi).
6. Grey to Mary Grey, May 8, 1743, BLARS L30/9a/1, f. 4; Talbot to Carter, October 24, 1751, Letters between Carter and Talbot, p. 257.


8. Besides the Athenian Letters, the Grubstreet journal mentioned above, and the projects he suggested to Edwards, discussed below, he, Talbot, and Mary Grey began a collection of African Tales in 1741 that was later abandoned.

9. Edwards to Yorke, August 10, 1745; Edwards to Wray, March 14, 1745/6, Ms. Bodl. 1010, ff. 153, 196–97. “Animae quales neque candidiores/Terra tulit, neque quires me fi t devinctior alter” is from Horace’s Satire of Book I, lines 41–42, and is translated as “the most candid Gentlemen upon Earth, nor is there any one who has a greater Esteem for them than I” in The Satires, Epistles, and Art of Poetry of Horace (London, 1743), pp. 80–81.


12. George Lyttelton, an important figure in this study’s account of scribal circles, seems only gradually to have grown closer to the younger generation of Yorkes, although he would write in 1763 of their father as “not only a dear and honord Friend, but the surest Guide of my Steps through the dark paths of that unpleasing political Labyrinth which lies before me” (Lyttelton to Montagu, November 8, 1763, m01317). Judging from the Birch and Hardwicke correspondences, Lyttelton was known to them in the early 1740s at second hand as Secretary of State; a closer connection primarily through coterie interests arose in the late 1740s and early 1750s. Grey records her eager interest in Lyttelton’s responses to Wrest Park in his first visit there, anxiously hoping that the place “should appear in its best Looks” (to Mary Grey, June 11, 1747, L30/9a/1, f. 142), and expresses admiration for his Monody on the death of his wife; Lyttelton in turn invited Philip and Jemima to Hagley in the early 1760s. Rose Mary Davis states in The Good Lord Lyttelton: A Study in Eighteenth Century Politics and Culture (Bethlehem, PA: Times Publishing, 1939) that Warburton introduced Lyttelton to Charles Yorke in 1745 (p. 275).

13. Edwards to N. Paice, August 17, 1745, Ms. Bodl. 1010, f. 157; Edwards to Wray, November 22, 1746, Ms. Bodl. 1010, ff. 224–25; on a later occasion, Edwards comments about Melmoth’s recently published translation of Pliny that “I cannot help admiring Lady Grey’s nice discernment, in the justness of the character she gave of it, without reading the original” (Edwards to Wray, August 8, 1747, Ms. Bodl. 1010, f. 260).


16. Although some sources say there were ten copies printed, Birch’s letter to Yorke dated October 27, 1741 informs him that a dozen copies are at the bookbinder’s (Add. MS 35396, f. 35); there may in fact have been a few more impressions in total, given the apparent distribution of one copy to each contributor.

17. Birch to Yorke, August 18, 1741, Add. MS 35396, f. 8.

18. For the group’s views of Birch and his role, see Lawry to Yorke, October 6, 1741, Add. MS 35605, f. 113 (discussed below); Yorke to Birch, August 16, 1741, f. 7; Yorke to Birch, August 23, 1741, f. 10.

19. Lawry to Yorke, June 10, 1743, Add. MS 35605, f. 142; the Latin, from Horace’s satires, translates loosely as “who are inspired geniuses, that sing in a grand style.”

20. An exception is John Heaton, who writes in 1741 of print as abstracted from audience: “I expect shortly to see my sett of all letters compleat, a matter of no small enjoyment, for beside ye: pleasure of perusing many ingenious performances in common with but few; there is ye vanity of looking upon oneself as a small part of an author; for it is being in print that ye self complacency must generally arise from & not ye number of readers” (Heaton to Yorke, March 9, 1741, Add. MS 35605, f. 77).


22. Birch to Yorke, September 2, 1742, Add. MS 35396, f. 52v; Yorke and Charles Yorke to Birch, September 5, 1742, Add. MS 35396, ff. 54–55v.

23. Derry to Talbot, January 7, 1742, transcribed by Birch in Add. MS 35396, ff. 83–87. The Bishop, a friend of Birch, insisted the latter was not his informant, although suspicion certainly fell on him in the Warburton instance. Whatever the source here, both Birch and the Bishop clearly saw the possession of manuscript materials as having an exchange value, in Birch’s case a value that gave him an entrée into various social circles, as my later discussion of his circulation of Mulso’s poetry will indicate.

24. Edwards to Wray, July 9, 1743, Ms. Bodl. 1010, f. 44; M. Capell to Birch, August 31, 1751, Add. MS 4302, f. 44; Talbot journal, August 24–25, 1753, Add. MS 46690, ff. 96v–97.

25. Elizabeth Montagu was given one of these copies, which she loaned to William Waller Pepys (see Chapter 5).

26. Northumberland to Hardwicke, January 5, 1782, Add. MS 35619, f. 7; Cooper to Hardwicke, June 18, 1782, Add. MS 35619, f. 190.

27. For example, Birch’s commonplace book includes a sonnet to Wray dated April 20, 1742 (Add. MS 4456, f. 173) and Salter sends Yorke a Miltonic sonnet “in imitation of some late imitations” in 1743 (Salter to Yorke, June 30, 1743, Add. MS 35605, f. 15iv); on April 27, 1744, Edwards
writes to John Clerke, one of the Athenians, who has loaned him a copy of Spenser, that “Much leisure and much reading of Spenser put me upon writing a few sonnets in imitation of his way; as You have a right to be troubled with my extravagances of this sort, I send You a sample which if it has the luck to please you may be followed with two or three more” (Ms. Bodl. 1010, f. 92); while the chronology cannot be established exactly, Edwards’ regular correspondence with Wray, Clerke and others associated with Wrest and his keen interest in that circle make it likely that he had seen some of the sonnets produced there. By the summer of 1745, he sends Yorke his sonnets, at the latter’s request (August 10, 1745, f. 154).

28. See Edwards to Wray, May 1, 1749, Ms. Bodl. 1011, f. 126, in anticipation of Warburton’s next attack: “Is it lawful to be satirical in a Sonnet? If it be, I struck off one yesterday, which I will shew you when we meet, merely from resentment of what You mentiond on this head. It is literally – ‘facit indignatio versum’ but perhaps for that reason fitter to be suppressed than published, even if the provocation should be given.” This sonnet, “Tongue-doughty Pedant; whose ambitious mind” was first printed with the 1750 third edition of Edwards’ Canons of Criticism.

29. See Edwards to Yorke, March 9, 1751, Add. MS 35606, ff. 11–12, for the sense that Yorke is attempting to keep Edwards busy and in good spirits, particularly from the year 1750, when Edwards decided he could no longer spend winters in town because of respiratory problems. I return to this function of the coterie for Edwards in Chapter 3.


31. In 1741, Yorke writes to Birch, “You cannot imagine what prejudice our learned Friend [Warburton] has done himself, by the acrimony and coarse language, with which He treats his Adversaries: Many Persons, with whom I have conversed, seem to have stuck upon nothing but those sore places; & full of a just detestation, as they think for his Pedantry & self-sufficiency, do justice neither to [the] learning nor the merit of his Argumts” (October 6, 1741, Add. MS 35395, f. 32), but in 1751, shortly after the change of title of Edwards’ work to Canons of Criticism with its third edition, Lawry is not only calling for a reform of criticism, but for a set of “Canons” to guide the enterprise: “I have often thought that our Friend Edwards or one of the like Turn who has Learning & Wit with good breeding & candour might make themselves & others good diversion by ranging under proper Canons the quaintnesses & arrogancies of Those who have been or are properly speaking Criticks by profession from the Scaligers & Casaubon’s down to those of the present Age. For there breaks out thro’ most of them at times the Rusticitas agrestis et inconcinna – and their manner of puffing off themselves & those of
their own faction is not less fulsome than their way of setting at naught &
triumphing over those who have gone before them in the same trade is too
often bearish” (to Yorke, March 31, 1751, Add. MS 35606, f. 13). Edwards’
correspondence with Yorke in the fall of 1747 shows that the latter is urging
him to respond to Warburton’s Shakespeare.
32. See Correspondence with Edwards, pp. lxviii–lx for a more detailed account of
Edwards’ role in the matter of editing Spenser.
33. Gray to James Brown, August 8, 1759, Correspondence of Gray, pp. 2.632–33.
34. See Talbot’s apology to Birch, in a letter of July 12, 1753, Add. MS 4319, f. 108:
“I am excessively Sorry this Letter is neither two hundred Years Old, nor
a State Paper, nor in Cypher, nor very illegible, to make You some amends for
the Commissions it makes bold to trouble You with.” Sir Joseph Yorke,
35. For an account of these early years, including Yorke’s role, see Edward Miller,
That Noble Cabinet: A History of the British Museum (London: André
Deutsch, 1973), chs. 2 and 3.
36. Lawry to Yorke, October 6, 1741, Add. MS 35605, f. 113.
37. Birch to Yorke, August 29, 1741, Add. MS 35396, f. 13; Yorke to Birch,
September 20, 1741, Add. MS 35396, f. 22; Birch to Yorke, November 14,
1741, Add. MS 35396, f. 37; Birch to Yorke, November 23, 1741, Add. MS
35396, f. 42.
38. Yorke to Birch, May 24, 1748, Add. MS 35397, f. 106v; Add. MS 35400, f. 300v
(the Latin phrase translates as “a day I will always remember with grief, and
will always honour”).
39. Edwards to Yorke, October 13, 1747, Add. MS 35605, f. 301; Yorke to Birch,
October 11, 1750, Add. MS 35397, f. 303.
40. Yorke to Birch, November 20, 1741, Add. MS 35396, ff. 40–40v; Birch to
Yorke, June 30, 1753, Add. MS 35398, ff. 126–126v.
41. There are numerous references to this jeu d’esprit in the correspondence;
Philip C. Yorke, biographer of the first earl, claims that the sheets, “when
found later, for long passed as genuine documents and as the earliest
examples of the English newspaper, and, when their origin was
discovered, brought down upon their innocent perpetrator some severe
moral reflections from a former librarian at the British Museum” (Life of
Philip Yorke, p. 1.212).
42. The Yorke correspondence follows Johnson’s Dictionary of the English
Language with interest and critical commentary through the initial
proposal, the process of searching for quotations and supervising the
amanuenses, its printing, the puff by Lord Chesterfield, the final push to write the historical preface, and the finished product.


44. Walpole writes, “That family is very powerful; the eldest brother, Lord Royston, is historically curious and political; if, without its appearing too forced, you could at any time send him uncommon letters, papers, manifestoes, and things of that sort, it might do you good service” (qted by Stephanie L. Barczewski, *Oxford Dictionary of National Biography*, s.v. “Yorke, Philip, second earl of Hardwicke”).

45. See a 1784 note by Hardwicke in which he records Middleton’s request, shortly before his death in 1750, to dedicate a translation of “Tullys Letters to Brutus” to him, “but my Father, when I mentioned it to him diswaded Me from accepting it, which I acquiesced in, rather from Submission to his Authority than his Reasons” (Add. MS 35623, f. 127).

46. Birch to Yorke, June 30, 1744, Add. MS 35396, f. 213. The teasing threat of the *Magazine of Magazines* is similarly held over Talbot in a letter from Grey cited in Chapter 3.


49. Samuel Richardson, *Clarissa*, ed. Angus Ross (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1985), p. 231; Barchas, *Graphic Design*, pp. 105 and 98 (qtg. Richardson to Carter, December 18, 1747). Indeed, Richardson’s use of the poem with good intentions of honouring “the sex,” yet without permission (and without knowledge, initially, of its authorship) suggests that he was presuming on the extension of coterie practices to print; Carter’s complaint highlights the differing protocols which governed “publication” and attribution in the two media systems.


52. Despite T. C. Duncan Eaves and Ben D. Kimpel’s challenge to this characterization of Richardson “as the happy centre of a group of admiring
(and rather silly) women” as “over-emphasized” in light of the equality of his relationships with Garrick, Fielding, Johnson, Edwards, Spence, and others (Samuel Richardson: A Biography [Oxford: Clarendon, 1971], pp. 537–39), the generalization has proven persistent; see, for example, Hasler’s recent discussion of the centrality of coterie groups and networks to the production of print literature of this period, in which she writes dismissively of Richardson’s “circle of lady advisers” varied only by “the many women writers, with whom he met and worked” (Pope to Burney, p. 12). For the masculinization of professional literary culture in the period, see Raymond Stephanson, The Yard of Wit: Male Creativity and Sexuality, 1650–1750 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2004), on Pope as “a public icon exemplifying male genius, literary fame and wealth, and the cultural status of the new professional author” (p. 19); Linda Zionkowski, Men’s Work Gender, Class, and the Professionalization of Poetry, 1660–1784 (Basingstoke and NY: Palgrave Macmillan, 2001) links the emerging discourse of authorial professionalization to an increasingly gendered dichotomy between the male professional and the female amateur author (see Chapter 5 below).

53. Yorke to Richardson, December 1, 1748, Victoria and Albert Museum, Forster Collection, FM XV.2, f 14; Birch to Yorke, September 29, 1750, Add. MS 35397, f. 299v.


55. Talbot to Richardson, [early March 1750], Correspondence on Grandison, p. 8.

56. Richardson also published his sonnet with the third edition of Clarissa in 1751.

57. Correspondence with Edwards, p. lxii.


61. Trolander and Tenger, Sociable Criticism, pp. 15, 63, 43. According to Trolander and Tenger, in such a system, work is circulated only as initiated by the author; the author seeks response in the form of “amendment criticism” that at once approves and corrects; and approbation of works, or
“vouching,” is practiced “in order to acquire for the writer, the individual [doing the] vouching, and the group, cultural and literary prestige that could in turn be used to gain other political, economic, or literary benefits” (p. 51).

62. Richardson to Edwards, March 19, 1751, Correspondence with Edwards, pp. 204–8.

63. Edwards to Richardson, March 30, 1751, Correspondence with Edwards, pp. 208–14. The quotation is from Joseph Thurston’s 1730 poem The Toilette.

64. Edwards to Richardson, February 15, 1753, Correspondence with Edwards, pp. 275–78; Richardson to Edwards, Correspondence with Edwards, pp. 278–81.

65. Richardson to Edwards, February 21, 1752, Correspondence with Edwards, p. 244; Edwards to Richardson, February 28, 1752, Correspondence with Edwards, p. 246; Richardson to Edwards, July 25, 1754, Correspondence with Edwards, p. 337. In the end, Edwards couldn’t resist the bait, writing to Richardson on March 20, 1752, “I send you a sample by obeying in part the commands of your last letter; for I exhort instead of chiding, and address the advice to the sex in general, since a particular application, if the accident has left marks behind it, might make the lady ridiculous, whom I am really concerned for. I commend it to your candour to do with it what you please, with absolute power of life and death” (Correspondence with Edwards, p. 251; the poem is printed pp. 255–56).

66. Richardson to Edwards, February 20, 1753, Correspondence with Edwards, p. 279; Duncombe as qtd in Richardson to Edwards, July 25, 1754, Correspondence with Edwards, p. 338; Edwards to Richardson, December 15, 1752, Correspondence with Edwards, pp. 270–71 (see also Eaves and Kimpel, Samuel Richardson, p. 350 and n. 134). John Duncombe’s The Feminiad; or, Female Genius: A Poem (London, 1754) celebrated the compositions of the young ladies of this coterie (though without naming them) in the hope that “Should the public Curiosity be hereby rais’d,” “the Diffidence of the fair Authors [would] be so far remov’d as to gratify it” (“Advertisement,” n.p.).

67. Quoted in the “General Introduction” of Correspondence with Edwards (p. lv). Dussinger suggests that it was the “continual refrain” of criticism of Warburton and the “intimate feelings ... about illness, suffering and religious patience” shared by the two men that made Richardson desire to keep the correspondence private.

68. For the typical phrasings and name substitutions of the Richardson–Carter letters, see June 9, 1753, June 12, 1753, June 22, 1753, July 4, 1753, and September 29, 1753, Correspondence on Grandison, pp. 80–85, 87–92, 142–44.

69. Discussing John Duncombe’s recently published Feminiad, Edwards exclaims to Richardson, “What pity it is that Mr. Duncombe was not acquainted with Miss Talbot?” (May 29, 1754, Correspondence with Edwards, pp. 327–29).
70. John Mulso to White, December 13, 1750, *Letters to White*, p. 45; he adds, “My Sister & Pressy [Mary Prescott] & my Brothers are much wth Him, & have spent some Days at his Country House.”

71. Richardson to Edwards, June 12, 1754, and Edwards to Richardson, July 18, 1754, *Correspondence with Edwards*, pp. 329–34 and 335–36; Duncombe to Richardson, August 16, 1754 and Richardson to Duncombe, August 24, 1754, *Correspondence of Richardson*, pp. 2.294 and 2.297; Edwards to Richardson, July 18, 1754, *Correspondence with Edwards*, p. 337 (insertion in edition); Edwards to Richardson, January 15, 1755, *Correspondence with Edwards*, p. 354; Richardson to Dewes, December 15, 1756, quoted in Eaves and Kimpel, *Samuel Richardson*, p. 347.


75. Mulso to Carter, March 25, 1750 and May 18, 1750, *Posthumous Works of Chapone*, pp. 1.26–27, 32 (it is not clear whether the reference is to Duncombe senior or junior); see also John Mulso’s report, in the letter quoted above, that the “great men” who have seen the exchange “think Mr R— hard pressed” (December 15, 1750, *Letters to White*, p. 45).


80. Richardson to Mulso, August 21, 1754, *Correspondence of Richardson*, pp. 3.209–10.

81. Carter to Talbot, April 22, 1752, *Letters between Carter and Talbot*, p. 2.75. This may reflect also Carter’s somewhat ambiguous status in Richardson’s coterie, as discussed above.

82. Margaret Yorke, Philip’s younger sister, married Sir Gilbert Heathcote in 1749.

83. Birch to M. Capell, August 24, 1751, Add. MS 4302, f. 43; M. Capell to Birch, August 31, 1751, Add. MS 4302, f. 44.

84. Brotherton Lt 119, ff. 176–77; the ode is placed between “Sonnet wrote at the entrance of a Root-House in W—st Gardens. 1751. Wrote by Mr. E—ds” and “To the M—ss of G—y. By the Honble. Miss Margt. Y—ke. 1747.” I discuss this manuscript book in greater detail in the final chapter of this study.
85. Add. MS 4456, ff. 71 and 79. There are several manuscript copies of early Chapone poems preserved in the Montagu Collection (m0926, m06892). Not only do we find there the poems eventually printed in the Miscellany as “Ode to Peace. Written during the Late Rebellion. 1745,” “Ode to Health,” addressed to Elizabeth Carter in 1751, and “Ode Occasion’d by Reading Sonnets in the Style and Manner of Spenser, written by T. Edwards Esq. 1749,” but there are two copies of the latter ode to Edwards, appearing to stem from different periods of circulation. In one, the name of “Richardson” is disguised as “Reynoldson”; this is presumably the earliest circulated version; one of the copies in Birch’s collection begins with “Ry” at this point, which is then altered to read “Richardson.” The shift of Mulso’s poems from scribal circulation to print is discussed in Chapter 3 below.

86. Delany to Dewes, November 16, 1751, Correspondence of Delany, p. 360; John Mulso to White, December 13, 1750, Letters to White, p. 45. On August 17, 1753, Richardson writes to Carter, “But what say you, Madam, to the Marriage-Act? Miss Mulso, who you know, has very great Reasoning-Powers, some time ago, set up for such an Advocate for Children, and argued so strenuously against the Parental Authority … that I the less Wonder, that (ingenious and excellent as she is) if the Debate got Wind, that it obtained the Notice of those, who brought in, and carried thro’ a Bill, which should by a National Law establish the Parental Authority, so violently attacked by a young Lady who is admired by all that know her. Things done in private have some times, and when least thought of, been proclaimed on the House-top” (Correspondence on Grandison, pp. 134–35). While Richardson is not making a confident cause-and-effect claim here, he certainly hints that the epistolary debate has circulated among the politically powerful.

87. Introductions to like-minded individuals, discussions of mutual reading, encouragement to compose, and exchanges of original poetry characterize the correspondence records of these friendships.

88. Carter describes him to Talbot as someone who “very kindly often gives me accounts of the clever people that fall in his way … he has quite an enthusiastic fondness for merit” (December 28, 1750, Letters between Carter and Talbot, p. 1374). Sylvia Harkstarck Myers presents the two women as meeting when HM was visiting her aunt Mrs. Donne (The Bluestocking Circle: Women, Friendship, and the Life of the Mind in Eighteenth-Century England [Oxford: Clarendon, 1990], p. 78).


91. In an undated letter of July 1752, Talbot writes to Carter of Mulso, “I hope she has made you a perfect convert to a worthy man [i.e. Richardson] that you was too angry with, and who has the highest regard for you” (Letters between Carter and Talbot, p. 2.84).

2. Formation, fame, and patronage

1. Elizabeth Carter, Poems on Several Occasions (London, 1762), pp. 73–75.

2. The young Duchess of Portland was connected to the Yorke circle in that her mother-in-law, the Dowager Duchess, was also the mother of the Duke of Kent’s second wife, and therefore step-grandmother to Jemima Marchioness Grey. The Dowager Duchess seems to have been close to Grey and her circle at least until the death of her daughter, the Duke’s widow, in 1748. The younger Duchess of Portland and the Marchioness Grey were not intimates, however.

3. Similar questions of nomenclature have been raised recently by Emma Major, Madam Britannia: Women, Church, and Nation, 1712–1812 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), pp. 81–83, and by Deborah Heller and Stephen Heller on pp. 17–24 of “A Copernican Shift; or, Remapping the Bluestocking Heavens.” Heller and Heller abstract the term “Bluestocking” from any distinct group of individuals, using it to designate a social and cultural function.

4. Relatively early in the first intense period of this coterie, Lyttelton writes to Montagu inquiring about the truth of an “ugly rumour” from Bristol about Carter’s death, which since Montagu has said nothing, he assumes is false; if true, he adds, “it would have given me a sensible Pain” (Lyttelton to Montagu [October 1760], m01292). This suggests he does not yet consider himself directly connected to Carter, whereas in less than a year’s time he is addressing poetry to her.

5. Clare Barlow, in “Virtue, Patriotism and Female Scholarship in Bluestocking Portraiture,” in Bluestockings Display’d: Portraiture, Performance and Patronage, 1730–1830, ed. Elizabeth Eger (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), pp. 60–80, has discussed the Montagu and Carter portraits in detail with respect to their common themes of a woman combining sociable ease with scholarship – qualities that, of course, embody coterie values. The Ramsay portrait of Montagu is reproduced in Brilliant Women: 18th-Century Bluestockings, ed. Elizabeth Eger and Lucy Peltz (London: National Portrait Gallery, 2008), p. 49. It is tempting to connect Montagu’s rose-colored dress in this portrait with Talbot’s description of her, echoing reports from Tunbridge, as “the Lady of the Rose colour’d Gown” (see below). In other words, the choice of dress for this portrait may reflect the
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7. After the publication of the 1755 volume of Dodsley’s Collection, Shenstone inquires of the bookseller about the possibility of publishing a “12 penny pamphlett” of a few of his poems that spring (Shenstone to Dodsley, March 23, 1755, Letters of Shenstone, p. 435; Shenstone to Graves, April 4, 1755, Letters of Shenstone, p. 441), but he abandons that plan and a few years later is putting together a miscellany volume, including the poems of members of his circle, selected older poems, and a few poems from contemporary magazines (see Chapter 3).


9. David Fairer has discussed the image of the halcyon in Shenstone’s letters and poems, as well as on his planned coat of arms, as representing the pleasure and importance of clarity of vision (“Fishes in His Water,” pp. 140–41).

10. Pixell to R. Dodsley, April 16, 1764, Correspondence of Dodsley, p. 487. Pixell’s response illustrates Margaret Ezell’s observation that posthumous publications tended to claim that the author’s friends would recognize the printed text’s fidelity to the author, indicating that such publications were viewed as extensions of manuscript culture, rather than repudiations of it (“The Posthumous Publication,” pp. 128–29).

11. John Riely has reviewed evidence for the “Description” being the collaborative composition of several of Shenstone’s coterie friends, including Hylton, Percy, and Jago (“Shenstone’s Walks,” 202–9, at 209, n9). The plan is based on the drawing reproduced as Figure 3.1 in the previous chapter.

12. “Arcadio,” “Verses Written at the Gardens of William Shenstone, Esquire, near Birmingham, 1756,” Works of Shenstone, pp. 2.383–86; Dodsley, “Verses by Mr. Dodsley on His First Arrival at the Leasowes, 1754,” Works of Shenstone, pp. 2.380–82. At least five of these poems appeared earlier in magazines, one (Luxborough’s) also in volume 4 of Dodsley’s Collection.

with Dodsley in appreciating Shenstone’s elegance, natural simplicity, appreciation for the picturesque, and justice of sentiment, but suggested that the editor should have suppressed some of the lesser works and that he had overstated somewhat the genius of the poet.

14. This account of the editions is based on findings from the *Eighteenth-Century Collections Online* database – there appears to be no bibliographical account of Shenstone’s *Works*. It should be noted also that Shenstone’s songs had a parallel life as lyrics, frequently being set to music in separate publications or song magazines.

15. I have found seven such poems and one prose extract; one of the poems is a piece from Shenstone’s privately printed 1737 *Poems*, and the others, of dubious provenance and quality, could nevertheless possibly be scraps of juvenile and/or occasional poetry taken from Shenstone’s correspondence or manuscript notebooks.

16. One short Shenstone piece on the brevity of life, entitled “A Solemn Meditation” but included in a section of the *Works* titled “Levities” and ending with the line “Surely, said I – life is a f—t!” appears to have drawn criticism; it was removed from the 1768 and subsequent Dodsley editions, then disappeared from a series of “Poetical Works” editions beginning in 1778, but was reinstated in a 1788 Dilly edition of the poetry.

17. Ann Messenger has discussed this conjunction and compared the pastoral vision of the two poets in “‘Like – but oh, how different!’: William Shenstone and Mary Whateley Darwall,” in *Gender at Work: Four Women Writers of the Eighteenth Century*, ed. Ann Messenger (Detroit, MI: Wayne State University Press, 1990), pp. 15–33.


19. Richard Jago, *Edge-Hill, or, the Rural Prospect Delineated and Moralized. A Poem in Four Books* (London, 1767), pp. 103–4; Richard Jago, *Labour and Genius: or, the Mill-Stream, and the Cascade* (London, 1768), pp. 2, 18. Jago’s final publication with James Dodsley was his posthumous *Poems, Moral and Descriptive*, “prepared for the press, and improved by the author, before his death,” which appeared in 1784 and featured not only these two poems but also the verses “To William Shenstone, Esq; On receiving a Gilt Pocket-Book. 1751” and others that had first appeared in Dodsley’s *Collection of Poems* in 1755 and 1758.


21. The cabbage-garden teasing is implied in Shenstone’s reply to Graves, March 28, 1753: “Cabbage-garden ornee is very high burlesque, and affects


23. An engraving of Shenstone included in the Recollections is labeled as being from the original in possession of Mr. Thomas Hull, and is marked as printed in London, July 1778; it would therefore seem to be associated with Hull’s edition of the letters, but I have not found it in the 1778 Dodsley edition.


25. Graves, Recollections of Shenstone, pp. 9, 8, 35, 52, 134. Although I do not treat them here, there were also tributes to Shenstone issuing from other booksellers, such as Thomas Nicholls’ Shenstone; or the Force of Benevolence: A Poem, published by Newbery in 1776.


27. In a vestigial way, then, the magazine ethos of the later eighteenth century still reflects Ezell’s statement about the coterie features of the 1692–94 Gentleman’s Journal, that “the essentially communal and reciprocal principles” of the coterie can “flourish in the new commercial medium” (“The Gentleman’s Journal,” p. 340).

28. These numbers were augmented slightly by four “hits” in Nineteenth-Century Collections Online.

29. In this respect, my search results are in themselves biased toward a periodical culture organized around authorial attribution.


32. A good example of how Shenstone was absorbed into the emotional landscape of everyday life is captured in a journal entry by Frances Burney which quotes from the “Pastoral Ballad” to convey to her sister Susan her emotional state after Susan’s marriage and departure for Ireland: “Ah my Susy – how I miss you already! – how I want you by my side – I have been repeating, internally, all Day long these heart-felt lines –

I priz’d ev’ry Hour that past by
Beyond all that had pleas’d me before,
But now they are gone!–& I sigh
And I grieve that I priz’d them no more—

33. See, for example, “Sent to a Lady, with a Copy of Shenstone’s Works,” _The Weekly Entertainer: or, Agreeable and Instructive Repository_ (August 16, 1802).


35. Dodsley, _Works of Shenstone_, p. 1.iv; Montagu to Lyttelton, October 14, 1772, mo1480; “To a Young Lady, with the Works of Mr. Shenstone,” signed “Herbert,” _Moral and Entertaining Magazine_ (June 1779), 383.

36. Dodsley, _Works of Shenstone_, p. 1.ii; Shenstone to Hull, October 18, 1761, _Select Letters between the late Duchess of Somerset, Lady Luxborough, Miss Dolman, Mr. Whistler, Mr. R. Dodsley, William Shenstone Esq. and others_, 2 vols. (London, 1778), p. 2.120.


39. Radcliffe, “Genre and Social Order in Country House Poems of the Eighteenth Century,” 457–58. James G. Turner too has described, although with skepticism as to its ideological credibility, Shenstone’s contribution to Augustan landscape ideology as the explicit introduction of careful accounting: “Shenstone attempts to reconcile frugality and display, and shows a concern for ‘cost’ as well as effect, base as well as superstructure; he tries to integrate garden finances into the familiar Augustan pattern of moderation, concealment and heightening” (“The Sexual Politics of Landscape,” 358).


44. Joining the chorus is Horace Walpole, who in a April 27, 1773, letter to the Rev. William Cole comments that he avoids participating in the mutual exchange of compliments between “mediocre” authors, as it would make them “appear like those puny conceited witlings in Shenstone’s and Hughes’ ‘correspondence’ who give themselves airs from being in possession of the soil of Parnassus for the time being” (Horace Walpole, _The Letters of Horace Walpole Fourth Earl of Oxford, in Nine Volumes_ [London: Richard Bentley, 1850–51]).
& Son, 1891], p. 5.457). Humphreys’ 1937 study of Shenstone, which cites this letter (pp. 108–9), is a curious vestige of this critical tradition, blending insight into the poet-gardener’s influential cultivation of “an independent life of self-determined development” with caveats about his mid-eighteenth-century mediocrity and “unconscious decorum,” and his “spiritually inadequate” way of life (pp. 36, 6).

45. One of the oddest applications of Johnson’s narrative that I have found was printed in The American Museum of January 1792, as part of a collection of “Letters to a young lady. By the rev. John Bennet.” The first letter illustrates the dangers of “a passion for poetry” in a woman by citing the example of Shenstone as someone “whose works, though not of the first magnitude, are exceedingly agreeable; but [whose] poetical enthusiasm was a source of perpetual irritation and misfortune. Having cultivated his taste, more than his prudence, his feelings, more than his fortitude, and his imagination, more than his judgment, his life was one unvaried train of inquietudes.” Having established this Johnsonian series of alternatives, the writer goes on to build on two of the “Life’s” inaccuracies—the claims that Shenstone’s imprudent “enthusiasm” for improvements made him the victim of “merciless creditors” who “awoke him with an iron grasp, from his delicious enthrancement,” and that he was eaten up by frustration and envy toward his neighbor George Lyttelton—to arrive at the conclusion, not supported by Johnson, that the two causes led to the poet’s death.

46. Gentleman’s Magazine 76 (March 1806), 226; “A Shenstonian,” Gentleman’s Magazine 76 (May 1806); “Arcadio,” Gentleman’s Magazine 76 (June 1806), 492.

47. “A.F.,” Gentleman’s Magazine 82 (March 1812), 216.


5. “This new species of mischief”

1. Montagu to Yorke, December 21, [1776], mo 6816.
2. Montagu to Vesey, September 21, 1773, mo6432.
3. Vesey to Montagu, July 6, [1774], mo6298; Montagu to Vesey, July 18, [1774], mo6438 (emphasis added). The immediate context is the recent publication of the late Earl of Chesterfield’s letters.

6. Montagu’s papers contain a manuscript copy of Beattie’s poem “The Hermit” (mo6870), first written in 1766 but not printed until it appeared in his 1776 collection of *Poems on Several Occasions*.

7. James Beattie, “Advertisement,” *Essays* (Edinburgh, 1776), n.p. Montagu’s correspondence also includes exchanges with Carter about their active editing and negotiations with the London bookseller Dilly for the publication of Beattie’s *The Minstrel, with a Few Other Poems* in 1777 (see mo2996 and mo3438).


9. *The Gentleman’s Magazine* 40 (1770), 263–64; Montagu to Carter, August 6, 1773, mo 3317; Mary Scott, *The Female Advocate; A Poem. Occasioned by Reading Mr. Duncombe’s Feminead* (London, 1774), pp. 30–31. Several scholars have reviewed contemporary praise of Bluestocking women in this period; see especially Myers, *Bluestocking Circle*, pp. 271–89 and Guest, *Small Change*, pp. 95–110.


13. Montagu to Carter, August 4, [1772], mo3301.

14. George Justice, in his discussion of Burney’s *The Witlings*, observes the association of later eighteenth-century coterie writing with scandal (pp. 217–20), extrapolating from Love’s emphasis on scribal publication as the vehicle of lampoons and oppositional writing (Love, *Scribal Publication*, pp. 209–10, 279–81); the contents of Mary Capell’s book, discussed in Chapters 1 and 7, bear out this link; Frances Brooke, *The Excursion*, ed. Paula R. Backscheider and Hope D. Cotton (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1997), pp. 19–20, 118 (it should be noted that Brooke’s novel concludes with the heroine’s return to a select country coterie that will
mount productions of her manuscript tragedies for its own pleasure. It would seem that, as a peripheral member of Shenstone’s social network, Brooke was prepared to endorse his social mode of authorship as a way out of the danger that could arise when a limited coterie readership was replaced by an uninformed and debased urban audience; Richard Brinsley Sheridan, *The School for Scandal* in Vol. 1 of *The Dramatic Works of Richard Brinsley Sheridan*, 2 vols, ed. Cecil Price (Oxford: Clarendon, 1973), pp. 359, 356; emphasis in original.


17. Boswell, *Life of Johnson*, p. 186, emphasis mine. Johnson acknowledges the role of patronage broker played by Carter in a letter of January 14, 1756 wherein he writes, “I am soliciting a benefit for Miss Williams, and beg that if you can by letters influence any in her favour, and who is there whom you cannot influence? You will be pleased to patronize her on this occasion” (Johnson to Carter, *Letters of Johnson*, p. 1.126).

18. Zionkowski, *Men’s Work*, p. 23. Dustin Griffin’s argument that Johnson became increasingly supportive of the patronage system in the course of his career (*Literary Patronage in England, 1650–1800*, pp. 222–30) can be reconciled with Zionkowski’s reading of the *Lives* in that the role of patron was acceptable as long as it was separated out from the identity of the professional author (who might, however, act as a broker). Indeed, Zionkowski argues that “By repeatedly insisting on the distinctions between gentlemen and men of letters, Johnson in the *Lives* draws boundaries between categories that had traditionally been merged” (p. 187). In light of this artificial separation, Isobel Grundy’s discussion of the parallels between Johnson and Montagu, particularly their mutual involvement in numerous subscription projects, is noteworthy (“Samuel Johnson as Patron of Women,” *The Age of Johnson* 1 (1987), 59–77 [at 70]).


22. James Barry, *An Account of a Series of Pictures in the Great Room of the Society of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce at the Adelphi* (London, 1783), p. 74; Grundy, “Johnson as Patron,” p. 75; Barry, *Series of Pictures*, p. 75. In making this claim I am not denying Johnson’s active support of professional women writers, whom he seems to have placed in a separate category, as in his above-quoted grouping of women who “make a trade of [their] wit.”


24. Montagu to Duchess of Portland, [March 1748], mo428 and [c. 1745], mo399; Montagu to Mary Anstey, November 23 [1751], mo114; Montagu to Catherine West (quotation an inserted address to Gilbert West), [December 1752], mo6628.


31. This is not to say that Montagu did not have her own investment in the posthumous fate of characters. In a 1786 letter, her cousin Richard Robinson,
Baron Rokeby responds to an apparent threat that materials about her private life will be published, writing, “The worst that can happen, in my view, is a publication of some of your Original Letters, for Scandalous anecdotes, such as are alluded to by Junius Junior, will gain no credit, even in this Age, which is disposed to love all characters. Pope’s Letters were published by Curll, from the Originals that had been restored to him by the Executors of his Correspondents, I always expected and I suppose you are prepared in your own mind for an event of this kind. Copies of your letters are in the hands of many Persons and a Bookseller, as such, will print any thing that will sell” (July 7, 1786, m04887).

32. Reggie Allen, “The Sonnets of William Hayley and Gift Exchange,” European Romantic Review 13 (2002), 383–92, cites a cycle of exchanges between the poet Hayley and Hardwicke which included the address of a 1779 sonnet (beginning “Hardwicke! Whose bright applause a poet crown’d”) in gratitude for compliments the latter had paid to Hayley’s 1778 Epistle on Painting (384–85) – a sequence which recalls the roles of sonneteer and patron played by Thomas Edwards and Philip Yorke, respectively, several decades before.

33. “To the Printer of the Public Advertiser,” December 18, 1764, Add. MS 35607, ff. 150, 152; Grey to Talbot, July 13, 1766, BLARS L30/9a/8, f. 279.

34. Montagu to Bath, October 25, 1763, m04593; Lyttelton to Montagu, November 8, 1763, m01317. For a fuller account of the Lyttelton–Harwicke relationship, see Davis, Good Lord Lyttelton.

35. Davis, Good Lord Lyttelton, p. 396; Hardwicke to Montagu, December 20, [1776], m06811.

36. Hardwicke further offered his own implied condemnation of Chesterfield’s approach in his 1783 Walpoliana, a privately printed collection of anecdotes about Sir Robert Walpole, which he introduced with the words: “These Anecdotes of Sir Robert Walpole are not complete or digested enough for the perusal of more than a few friends; there is besides a delicacy in publishing characters of eminent persons, whilst their immediate descendants are living. Everything I have inserted is on good authority, and from Sir Robert’s Friends rather than his Enemies” (“Introduction,” Walpoliana [n.p., 1783], p. 3).


38. Hardwicke to Montagu, February 20, 1781, m06813. In this context, it is worth noting that in 1876 a surviving receipt for one of Johnson’s government pension payments, dated December 17, 1783, was quoted as reading “Of the Lord Hardwicke, one of the four Tellers of His Majesty’s Receipt of Exchequer; 75l. for three months’ pension, due October 10th, 1783. I say, received by me Sam. Johnson. – Witness, Tho. Gibbons” (“The Father of
a Fashion,” Temple Bar 47 [1876], 89–104, [at 99]). Hardwicke’s own post as teller of the exchequer was, of course, a sinecure obtained through his father. Thus in one sense, both men were pensioners of the king, but Hardwicke’s annual salary from his post was £7000 (ODNB) and, unlike Johnson’s £200, included nominal duties, as this receipt indicates.


40. Pepys to Montagu, October 5, 1781, m04028.


42. Robert Potter, An Inquiry into Some Passages in Dr. Johnson’s Lives of the Poets (London, 1783), p. 9; Blunt, “Queen of the Blues,” pp. 2.160, 164; Potter to Montagu, December 12, 1782, m04164 and July 1, 1783, m04165; Tracy, Richard Graves, p. 112.

43. Montagu to Pepys, August 14, 1781, m04069; Montagu to Pepys, November 3, 1781, m04070; Montagu to Vesey, March 18 & 20, 1782, m06572; Blunt, “Queen of the Blues,” p. 2.165.

44. Montagu to Hardwicke, December 21, [1776], m06816.

6. Transmediations

1. John Brown, A Description of the Lake at Keswick (and the Adjacent Country) in Cumberland (Newcastle, 1767). I am quoting from the earliest printed version of the letter, as transcribed by Donald D. Eddy in “John Brown: The Columbus of Keswick,” in “A Supplement to Honor Arthur Friedman,” Modern Philology 73, no. 4, pt. 2 (1976), S74–84 (at S80), because the original manuscript has disappeared.


3. Grey’s mode of announcing her arrival at Yarmouth, while playful, illustrates the relative uniqueness of this experience for women, even of the aristocracy, at the time: “For I too Madam have seen the Sea, I have been within Eight hours sail of Holland, & could not possibly suffer you any longer to boast of your Travels & despise your Ignorant Inland Acquaintance, upon the strength of having view’d that narrow Canal that parts Dover & Calais” (August 2, 1750, BLARS L 30/21/3/8, f. 3). Earlier correspondence reveals Grey staying home while her husband travels to the North or to the Continent.


11. Montagu to Portland, August 23, [1747], m0423; see also Sarah Scott to Montagu, August 19, [1747], in *The Letters of Sarah Scott*, ed. Nicole Pohl (London: Pickering & Chatto, 2014), pp. 1.86–90, obviously responding to an account of the same incident (she makes similar use of descriptions of a journey to Wilton in the fall of 1747 and to Sheeps Leas in the summer of 1755); Edward Montagu to Montagu, [c. July 30, 1757], m01887; Montagu to Edward Montagu, [c. July 30, 1757], m02334.

12. Montagu to Lyttelton, July 14, [1757], m0382 (transcription taken from Montagu, *Letters of Montagu*, pp. 4.265–66, where the letter is mistakenly dated 1760); Montagu to Lyttelton, October 3, 1760, m01401 (transcription taken from *Letters of Montagu*, pp. 4.304–5).


17. William Gilpin, Dialogue upon the Gardens of the Right Honourable the Lord Viscount Cobham, at Stowe in Buckinghamshire (London, 1748), pp. 1, 45. Gilpin’s first aesthetic treatise on picturesque beauty was the anonymous Essay on Prints, published in 1768; in 1781 his authorship of the Essay was revealed in its third edition, and he went on in 1782 to publish his Observations on the River Wye . . . Relative Chiefly to Picturesque Beauty, followed by a series of such travel books, including one on Cumberland and Westmorland in 1786.
20. Bower to Charles Lyttelton, August 26, 1755, Hagley MS, 2, fol. 263†, as quoted in Eddy, S. 78.
22. Richard Cumberland, Odes (London, 1776), pp. 4–6; see James E. Crimmins, “John Brown, s.v.” ODNB, for a helpful account of Brown’s networks, including the Yorke introduction to Lyttelton.
23. In speaking of the “Lyttelton coterie” I wish to distinguish the Hagley-centred family group, which centrally included Lyttelton’s brother Charles, from the Montagu–Lyttelton coterie. Charles was peripherally associated with the latter and in 1757 not only visited Montagu at her country estate of Sandleford, but would, according to his brother George, have proposed to her if Mr. Montagu had been dead (Lyttelton to Montagu, October 28, [1757], mo1274). Ultimately, however, Charles’s primary social allegiances seem to have been to his own antiquarian circles.
24. Lyttelton to Bower, July 14, 1755, mo1266. The 1774 printed version differs from both the manuscripts I have looked at in ways that suggest it was produced either as an amalgam of several copies or from an entirely different manuscript. Wyndham’s 1781 title page announces “To which is added, an account of a journey into Wales, by George, Lord Lyttelton”; the letter texts seem to have been taken from the Works. Christine Gerrard, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, s.v. “Lytelton, George, 1st Baron Lyttelton (1709–1773).”
25. Lyttelton to Bower, July 6, 1755, m01267; Kim Michasiw, “Nine Revisionist Theses on the Picturesque,” Representations 38 (1992), 76–100 (at 82–83). For Michasiw, the outcome is a mode of discourse attractive to a very specific audience — “a class sufficiently affluent to travel but unlikely to possess lands sufficient to the acting out of improving fantasies” (94). For Michasiw, this is the lower gentry, but I would include as well prosperous urbanites such as Robert Dodsley, as well as those who could afford to read but not to travel.

26. John Dalton, A Descriptive Poem Addressed to Two Young Ladies at Their Return from Viewing the Mines Near Whitehaven (London, 1755), pp. iv–v, 16–17n, 22n, 25n, 26. Dalton had already proven adept at gaining patronage by the time of the Descriptive Poem; he had in fact been tutor to the only son of the Duchess of Hertford, later Duchess of Somerset, and was scandalously associated with Shenstone’s friend Lady Luxborough, leading to her exile at Barrels.


28. Anna Letitia Barbauld, “The Origin and Progress of Novel-Writing,” in Anna Letitia Barbauld: Selected Poetry and Prose, ed. William McCarthy and Elizabeth Kraft (Peterborough, ON: Broadview, 2002), pp. 402–3; The Critical Review 42 (October 1776), 319; Amory, Life of John Buncle, p. 2.213. Amory’s status as an outsider to elite circles is indicated by his error in referring to the Misses Lowther of Dalton’s poem as “the late excellent Lord Lonsdale’s charming daughters”; the 3rd Viscount Lonsdale had died unmarried.

29. “Advertisement” to A Catalogue of the Antiquities, Houses, Parks, Plantations, Scenes, and Situations in England and Wales, Arranged According to the Alphabetical Order of the Several Counties, by Thomas Gray ([London] [1773]), pp. iii–iv. The 120-page booklet is in fact simply a list, alphabetized by county, of the sorts of attractions named in the title — an even more skeletal travel record than those of Philip Yorke discussed above.


33. Pennant, A Tour in Scotland, and Voyage to the Hebrides; MDCCLXXII (Chester, 1774), pp. iii–v.

34. Andrews, Search for the Picturesque, p. 158; Thomas West, A Guide to the Lakes: Dedicated to the Lovers of Landscape Studies, and to All Who have Visited,
or Intend to Visit the Lakes in Cumberland, Westmorland, and Lancashire (London and Kendal, 1778), pp. 1–2; [William Cockin], preface to A Guide to the Lakes: Dedicated to the Lovers of Landscape Studies, and to All Who have Visited, or Intend to Visit the Lakes in Cumberland, Westmorland, and Lancashire, by Thomas West, 2nd ed. (London and Kendal, 1780), pp. v, n.p., iii. West’s own primary credential was his status as a well-known local antiquarian; this “local knowledge” allows him to “verif[y] by repeated observations” everything noticed by previous travellers, and therefore to correct their writings while “reliev[ing] the traveller from the burthen of dull and tedious information on the road, or at the inn, that frequently embarasses, and often misguides” (p. 3). The increasing authority of such specialized knowledge is reflected in Pennant’s 1772 Tour, already noted, and in the 1778 eighth edition of Defoe’s Tour, discussed below.

35. “Advertisement” to A Supplement to the Tour through Great-Britain, containing a Catalogue . . . By the Late Mr. Gray, Author of the Elegy written in a Country Church-Yard, etc., by Thomas Gray (London, 1787), pp. iv–v.


7. Literary sociability in the eighteenth-century personal miscellany

1. Brotherton Lt 119, ff. 101–2. In this chapter’s discussion of manuscript miscellanies, only quotations from poems and remarkable headnotes will be cited with specific reference to folio numbers; general descriptions of contents, such as poem titles, will be referenced only by manuscript number.


3. Earle Havens, Commonplace Books: A History of Manuscripts and Printed Books from Antiquity to the Twentieth Century (New Haven, CT: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University, 2001), p. 9; David Allan,


6. The model of the monthly “magazine,” established by Edward Cave with The Gentleman’s Magazine in 1731, was that of offering extracts of the best of the past month’s publications, although, as Tierney points out, many “magazines” of the later eighteenth-century were literary miscellanies or special-interest publications more than selections from a wide range of sources and types of information (“Periodicals and the Trade, 1695–1780,” pp. 479–97). For the increase in newspapers and magazines, see Tierney and also C.Y. Ferdinand, “Newspapers and the Sale of Books in the Provinces” in the same volume, pp. 434–47.


10. For discussions of the social contexts and settings that tended to foster the production of manuscript poetry, see Arthur F. Marotti, Manuscript, Print, and the English Renaissance Lyric (Ithaca NY: Cornell University Press, 1995),
chs. 1 and 2; Love, *Scribal Publication*, ch. 5; and Colclough, *Consuming Texts*, pp. 68–74. These contexts may explain the tendency of personal miscellanies to favor poetry that has disappeared from even most specialists’ knowledge—such as Lyttelton’s 1747 monody on the death of his wife, Sarah Lewis’s 1752 “Advice to a Young Lady lately married,” *The Jesuit’s Creed*, a clever piece which allows for alternative Church of England or Roman Catholic readings, and six anonymous lines on the Duchess of Marlborough’s offer of £500 for an elogium on her late husband the Duke—pace Allan’s claims about commonplace books as records of canon-making (p. 212). Runge has similarly noted the minority representation of canonical poets in the Capell collection, as well as the fact that such poems as do represent Pope and Gray, for example, are what are considered minor works (np).

11. Although it might at first glance seem odd that I have not included multiple writing hands as a sign of coterie activity, a single compiling hand is much more common, even in cases where the productions of several members of a group are being recorded. Multiple hands, by contrast, occur most often in sequence, indicating the takeover of the book by another compiler, or in the form of interjections among the entries by a main hand, indicating a subsequent writer’s use of a leftover half-page to enter material of their own. In other words, they tend to indicate sequential inscription rather than contemporaneity. This is not to say, however, that hands are always easily distinguishable or that intermingled hands do not, in some cases, indicate a book’s simultaneous use by more than one individual. In Brotherton Lt 99, discussed below, the two hands seem to be contemporaneous and display very similar interests in their selections; the book has therefore been discussed as one act of compilation.

12. Although these poems are catalogued as anonymous, Capell attributes them to “Ld C—y.”


15. See Edwards to Yorke, August 10, 1745, sending his sonnets to date, Add. MS 35605, f. 239, and Edwards to Wray, May 1, 1749, Ms. Bodl. 1011, f.126, referring to the Warburton sonnet; the former appears also in Birch’s commonplace collection, in Add. MS 4457, f. 144.


17. Brotherton Lt 119, ff. 103 and 106.

18. Margaret Yorke, Philip’s younger sister, married Sir Gilbert Heathcote in 1749.
19. Birch to Mary Capell, August 24, 1751 and Mary Capell to Birch, August 31, 1751, Add. MS 4302, ff. 43–44. Capell’s volume in the Brotherton Collection does not, in fact, contain the prose items she refers to, suggesting that the original book into which the manuscripts sent by Birch were copied was an intermediate collection of more miscellaneous materials that were then culled or sorted, perhaps by genre. Nevertheless, there is a direct connection between the book spoken of here and the surviving volume; for example, the three penultimate items (before the Lady Mary Montagu poem which ends the volume) are the Edwards sonnet to Lady Grey, dated 1751, the “Ode. By Miss M—soe,” also dated 1751, and the poem of Margaret Yorke Heathcote. Follow-up correspondence with Brotherton Library staff has confirmed that the chain lines of Lt 119 are horizontal, as they would be for a true quarto volume, but that the book is in fact compiled from “a collection of unbound parts,” suggesting a flexibility of contents over time (Karen Mee, private correspondence, July 29, 2014).

20. The chronological gap between manuscript circulation and print publication in Mulso’s case, discussed in the first chapters of this study, is typical for items in Capell’s miscellany. For further discussion of this temporal separation, see Runge, “Manuscript and Print,” n.p.

21. Bodl. Ms. Eng. Poet c.9. A search of the Eighteenth-Century Collections Online database turns up a Thomas Phillibrown who subscribed to George Brown’s The History of the First Planting the Christian Religion (1735) and to Henry Groves’ A System of Moral Philosophy in 1749 (to which John Hawkins also subscribed). The Prerogative Court of Canterbury records the proving of the will of a Thomas Phillibrown, cooper, of Saint Botolph without Bishopsgate, London, on June 15, 1764, and the birth registry of dissenters begun in 1743 lists the 1751 London birth of a Thomas Phillibrown, perhaps the son of our compiler (Thomas Phillibrown, Esq., of Hackney subscribed to the Protestant Dissenters’ Charity School in 1788). It should be noted also that dating in the volume, as well as its index, indicates that the recto-side (odd-numbered) pages were filled in sequence first, and then the verso pages, beginning again at the front of the volume. Thus folio 249 precedes folio 80, for example.

22. The first event marked by Phillibrown’s own presence offers a good example. It is an account of the death of George I in Germany, followed by his report on the proclamation of the new king George II on June 14, 1727: “I my Self went to ye Royal Exchange that Night thinking his Majesty would have been proclaim’d but with many other were disappointed.” When the proclamation is made at Leicester-House, Charing Cross, Temple-Bar, Cheapside, and the Royal Exchange on the 15th, “This Day I being to return in ye Afternoon to my Boarding School at Mrs Waters’s, had not an opportunity to see the

23. For a perspective on this period from a position much like that of Phillibrown, see ch. 2 of John Hawkins’ Life of Samuel Johnson, LL.D. and the author’s accompanying notes, which include brief accounts of Browne and Webb (Ed. Bertram H. Davis [London: Jonathan Cape, 1962]).

24. Bodl. Ms. Eng. Poet. c.9, ff. 22; 249; 80; 69; Beyond such puffing of Stanley’s instrumental music, John Hawkins wrote the texts for many of the famous organist and composer’s songs and cantatas.

25. Bodl. Ms. Eng. Poet. c.9, ff. 81; 13 (the article is “Of the unhappy Self-Murther of Mrs. Fanny Braddock at Bath,” The Gentleman’s Magazine 1 [September 1731], 397). Insider knowledge in the Sheridan case is suggested by the fact that the magazine heads the page of poetry with an apology to “Mr. Bardus” for not being able to print more out of its “Store” of poems from Dublin (Gentleman’s Magazine 5 [January 1735], 48).


28. Ms. Bodl. Eng. Poet. c.9, f. 12. Phillibrown also records Browne’s diplomatic conclusion that both poems are “Improvements of the Drs [i.e. of Donne’s].”


30. Latour, Reassembling the Social.

31. Bodl. Ms. Eng. Poet. e.28, “To Miss Arabella Bate – 1768 by Miss S Bate,” ff. 191–92. Although the latter portion of the book contains poems copied in different hands and extending beyond 1768, the first few poems in this second section continue the explicit Peart connection, being attributed to Joshua. My discussion will focus on the identifiable Peart-Bate materials in the book, comprising just over 300 folio pages.


33. This pair of poems is found in Lyttelton’s hand in the Montagu Collection, as mo1264.

34. Bodl. Ms. Eng. Poet. e.48, f. 82. This same poem is applied by Scriblerus to Eliza Chapman, as discussed below.

35. Brotherton Lt 99, ff. 82v-83; John Nichols, Literary Anecdotes of the Eighteenth Century, 6 vols. (London, 1812), pp. 4.148–49. Another item strongly suggesting direct access to a non-print source is the Latin epitaph of George Lyttelton to his first wife Lucy, erected at Hagley soon after her death in 1747, which is entered with the note “Extract apud Hagley Iulii Die 12mo 1765,” presumably the date that the compiler visited Hagley and recorded the epitaph as a souvenir (f. 65).
36. The books are Bodl. Ms. Montagu e.14, belonging to Eliza Chapman, and Brotherton Lt 100.
39. Brotherton Lt 100, f. 57v; because of the mode of entry described in this paragraph, the folio numbering as continued from the start of the volume means that for the second half of the volume the span of folios for individual poems runs in descending order.
40. Brotherton Lt 100, ff. 56v; ff. 50–49v; f. 14.
41. Brotherton Lt 100, f. 53v; f. 52v; f. 51.
42. Brotherton Lt 100, f. 55; Allan, Commonplace Books, pp. 226–36 (at p. 236).
43. Brotherton Lt. 100, ff. 34–34v.

Conclusion